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Lima, Peru: In our continuous endeavor to assist international researchers, Enago in
collaboration with Universidad de Lima successfully conducted a two-day workshop.
Given the success of our previous sessions in Peru, these sessions were exclusively
arranged for highly-qualified faculty members and experienced researchers of
Universidad de Lima. The sessions focused on issues related to manuscript
submissions, overcoming journal rejection, identifying relevant journals for publication,
and networking at international conferences.
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Dr. Klaus Mehltreter (Publication and Training Consultant, Enago Academy) discussed
essential points such as pre-submission enquiries, adherence to journal’s requirements,
research ethics, understanding the aims and scope of journals, as well as expectations
of international journals. Based on his personal experiences, Dr. Mehltreter also gave
practical advice on networking, improving visibility through conferences, and addressing
challenges of presenting in front of large audiences.

About Enago’ author workshops, María Luisa De La Rocha, Editor at the Scientific
Research Institute, Universidad de Lima mentioned, “Thank you very much Enago for
your presence and support in the accomplishment of this workshop at the campus of
Universidad de Lima. We truly believe that conducting such workshops for our advanced
researchers will help them in not only expanding their knowledge but also gaining more
confidence when delivering presentations in international conferences. We found
Enago’s speaker to be very professional, displaying good command over the subject in
various aspects: as a researcher, author, editor, and reviewer. Moreover, he presented
the seemingly dull topics in an interesting and comprehensive manner.”
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